Lakeside Town Hall Meeting, February 28, 2022

Time of the meeting: 10:45 am, zoom
Notes were taken by: Sara Sussman

Present at the meeting:
Committee members:
Julia Marino
Sara Sussman
Alina Thokkadam
Justin Sheen
Amy Chan
Shaowei Zhu
Pooja Ramamurthi
Courtney DelPo

University:
Michelle Ruggia

ACC (American Campus Communities):
Gloria Yuen

Residents:
N/A

Agenda

Lakeside Book Club Update
The committee is working on securing funding for future Lakeside Book Club events! Stay tuned!
Upcoming Movie Night 3/16 at 7:30 pm

We will be hosting a movie night at the Lakeside commons on **Wednesday, March 16 at 7:30 PM**! With the Oscars approaching, we will be watching a movie nominated in the Best Picture category. If you would be interested in attending, please fill out this Google Form to let us know which movie you would like for us to screen: [https://forms.gle/ZWcFws9LctyGcaG38](https://forms.gle/ZWcFws9LctyGcaG38)

So far there have been many responses and we look forward to hosting a great event!

**Upcoming Regular Game Nights (?)**

Additionally, we are trying to gauge interest in more regularly holding game nights at Lakeside commons, and potentially applying for funding from GSG for games and snacks. Please reach out via email if you would be interested in pursuing this! ([lakesidecomm@princeton.edu](mailto:lakesidecomm@princeton.edu))

**Upcoming Grad Student Appreciation Lunch**

The committee is working on organizing the upcoming Grad Student Appreciation Week Lunch at Lakeside in April! Stay tuned!

**Upcoming Wine and Cheese Event**

The committee is working on organizing the upcoming Wine and Cheese event at Lakeside later this Spring! Stay tuned!

**External Relations Updates**

No updates from Courtney.

**Garden Updates**

No updates from Pooja.

**Results of Google Form Survey of Resident Feedback (Q’s from residents, A’s from Gloria and the committee members)**

- **Q**: Can the lights in the parking garage be fixed?
  - **A**: Yes, we are working on fixing those.

- **Q**: A friend with a hurt leg would like a temporary parking spot so he doesn’t have to walk from the parking garage to his apartment.
  - **A**: He can reach out to TPS via email and get a handicapped sign for his car, that will allow him to park in certain temporary spots.

- **Q**: Can we install a ping pong table somewhere at Lakeside?
  - **A**: This has been discussed before, is there enough collective interest among residents? The only problem is we would lose seating space in order to put it somewhere indoors, space is the only constraint. Please reach out to [lakesidecomm@princeton.edu](mailto:lakesidecomm@princeton.edu) if you would like to reiterate this request and if there is enough interest among the residents we can consider it.

- **Q**: Will a new CSA program be established with dropoff at Lakeside?
- A: This is being actively discussed and figured out. We are currently doing research into our options. We will update residents as soon as we can.

- Q: Can the hallways be cleaned? Sometimes there is salt or mud in the hallways.
  - A: Lakeside staff clean the hallways regularly, about once a week. The staff also do rounds around the complex to make sure all areas are clean. If you can think of a specific area that needs better cleanliness please let us know at lakesidecomm@princeton.edu.

- Q: Can Lakeside issue a reminder for residents to park their cars correctly in the parking lot (e.g. not crooked, etc)?
  - A: Yes, we will post it in the upcoming Lakeside Newsletter.